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To all the Federations participating in the 25º Spear fishing World Championship

We are being asked by some countries about the possibilities of a women’s
competition.
To the FPAS, it is possible and quite interesting, if not interfering with the CMAS
competition, and there will have enough competitors, 10 as minimum.
-

So, FPAS can generally propose:
To organize a women’s competition, as a special tournament, “open”.
General rules will be the same of CMAS ordinary competition.
Will be open to spear fisherwomen representing towns of the countries participating
the World CMAS competition.
It will be the “1’st Feminine Intercity Tournament Vasco da Gama – Cidade de Sines”
The competition will have a single day, before the World CMAS competition.
Classification will take place per cities, with no limit of teams.
Each team will be composed by 1 to 3 spear fisherwoman, and each town will be
authorized to have more than 1 team, that will be Team A, B, etc. It is foreseen 1
captain representing each town.
Each team will be provided with a boat as support and to displacement.
The reward ceremony will take place during the reward dinner of the World
Championship.
All the spear fisherwomen and eventual team captain are invited to this dinner and
ceremony, and if authorized by their respective countries Federations, as well to the
opening ceremony and defile.

To organize this Tournament, FPAS has to know, urgently, how many spear
fisherwomen should participate.
The inscription only provides boat and ceremony dinner will cost something like:
- 125 € a single competitor team
- 175 € 2 competitors team
- 300 € 3 competitors team
Note: If there is a captain, this cost is added plus 25 €.
Federations, or single spear fisherwomen that wants to participate, must contact to the
FPAS, till the 31/05/2006. Inscription will take place till end of August.
For some more information please contact FPAS or
António Luiz Pacheco, e-mail: alpacheco.quinta@iol.pt
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